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State of the Union

Local parties react to address
By Alina Neacy
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

T h e picture o f President Bush
giving his Stare of the U n ion
Address on the tiny television
screen in the San Luis O bispo
D em ocratic headquarters blends
with pictures of past presidents fea
tured around the room.
Bush, however, will never he
pinned up n ext to C lin to n ,
Kennedy and Trum an on these
walls.
T uesday

w"' ‘w

scorned by
l o c a l
Democrats as a
gratuitous flagwaving session
with little sub
COURTESY PHOTO
stantial merit.
“It
was
a President Bush gave his annual State of the Union address Tuesday.
feel-good diversion,” said County
h ealth care, dom estic programs, “T h e course of the nation does not
D em ocratic C en tral C om m ittee international food aid, A ID S and depend on the decisions of others.”
chair Bud Zeuschner. “1 would have
Local Republicans seem to agree
terrorism, hut the issue at the fore
liked more substance.”
front was the impending war with that the U nited States should act
Republicans, however, stand by Iraq.
independently.
the president and say he presented
T h e last seven minutes of the
“T h e president of the United
a decisive address on the economy address were spent detailing the States is responsible for protecting
and the potential war with Iraq.
torture that Saddam Hussein com  the people of this country, not the
“It was presidential, positive and
mits on his own citizens, asserting U .N .,” Rosensteel said.
forthright," said Bill Rosensteel, a that Saddam harbors al-Qaida ter
DemcKrats, on the otherhand,
member of the San Luis Obispo rorists and describing the ways that
are still not convinced that there is
C ounty
R epublican
C en tral the Iraqi government has impeded
ample justification to declare war.
C om m ittee. “He told us where we U .N . weapons inspectors.
“1 hoped he would present evi
are, where we want to go and what
“T h e day he and his regime are dence that Iraq had weapons of
we’re going to do to get there.”
removed from power will he the
Bush spent the hour-long speech
day of your liberation,” Bush said.
talking about issues like taxes,
see UNION, page 2

By Courtney Witt
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Three noted engineers will exam 
ine why buildings fall down at Cal
Poly’s 13th Annual Structural Forum
Saturday.
T h e guest lecturers for “Learning
From Structural Failures” will share
their experiences and insights, tang
ing from the results of an investiga
tion into the collapse of the World
Trade C enter to the influence of
earthquake research.
T h e lecturers were picked to allow
students to leatn ftom the mistakes
of others, structural forum coordina
tor Patrick C lin ton said.
“Learning from your mistakes is
patt o f ‘leatn-hy-doing,’ the Cal Poly
m otto, which is captured in the
Structutal Forum theme o f ‘Learning
ftom Structural Failures,”’ C linton

see FORUM, page 6

Tax time no sweat
for VITA students
T h is year, V IT A students will
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
use the com puter program Turbo
Tax to com plete all of th eir work.
W h e n many hear th e word
T h e IR S has approved the C al
“taxes,” they im mediately resort
Poly .site where the students will
to the thought of countless hours
work on the taxes.
o f number crunching and ca lcu la -'
“1 know that there is a definite
tor punching.
follow ing for our serv ice,” said
But for the Voluntary Incom e
A m anda F o n te n o t, a business
Tax A ssistance (V IT A ) group of
senior and member of V IT A . “We
C al Poly acco u n tin g students,
have already received a bunch of
taxes aren’t so bad.
phone calls from people wonder
In fact, the group’s members
ing when we are going to start.”
have donated th eit tim e as a patt
In order to prepare for this
o f th eir senior projects to offer
ev en t, each V IT A student was
free tax prepatation of basic feder
assigned an area of publicity to
al and state tax returns for taxpay
cover. T h ey said they hope to
ers whose gross incom e is less than
spread in form ation about th eir
$ 3 5 ,0 0 0 .
service not only to S a n Luis
T h e V IT A program currently
O bispo, but also to the residents
includes about 60 students, and
o f the Five C ities.
started 10 years ago.
“W e are definitely trying to get
T h e program offers a way for
the word o u t,” Fon tenot said.
students to com plete th eit senior
T h e students have gone to local
project as well as gain real world
businesses, churches and Cuesta
experience, group members said.
C ollege with flyers. T hey have
“It’s a great way fot accounting
also been trying for a spot on the
tax students to get hands-on expe
local newscast.
rience doing taxes for low -incom e
In addition to publicity work,
individuals,” said business senior
students com pleted an immense
Juliana W ong, a V IT A member.
amount o f training in order to
T h e V IT A students have been
qualify them selves for th e V IT A
trained to prepare tax retutns and
program.
will also be available to answer
A ll members were required to
questions or review returns that
take a regular and an advanced
taxpayers have already com pleted.
tax class, as well as a V IT A class
V olunteer local certified tax prac
th at m et on ce a week this past
titio n e rs w ill th en review all
returns prepared by the students.

By Alexa Ratcliffe

► Out of 143
students surveyed by
M ustang Daily,
only 28 w atched
the State o f the
Union address.

Forum to
focus on
structural
failures

DAILY

see VITA, page 2

Poly students mix it
up at Wild 106
By Steve Hill
MliSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

“The)iVe not tuning in to

For most people, the day-in, day-out
grind of going to w'ork is a drag. For a
lucky few, though, it can be freedom.
jeff Swisher is one of those lucky few.
Every day at 2 p.m., Swisher takes to
the airwaves for kx:al hip-htip station
Wild 106 (KWWV, 106.1 FM). For his
four-hour time slot, he becomes “JSwiss,” as he is known on the air.
TTiose four hours with his listeners
allow him to escape the rigors of every
day life and connect with the music.
“It’s almost like an escape,” said
Swishet, a journalism senior. “Once you
close the studio dcxir, it’s just you and
your listeners.”
Swi.shcr i.sn’t the only C^l Poly stu
dent to indulge in this escape. His “5
o ’cliKk Traffic Jam” cohort, Melvin
Enriquez - “Dj Mel, your 5-fixtt
Filipino” - is an industrial technokigy
senior,
and
Chris Jones
(aka
“Maxwell”), a speech communications
senior, take the helm for the 6 p.m. to
midnight .shift.
For the 18 to M-yeat-old denx>-

hear my voice. T h ey 're
tuning in to hear the music

— you can't ever forget

%

that."
Jeff Swisher

Ú

journalism senior
graphic, the two shifts are the topranked radio draws on the Central
Grast.
That means that for 10 hours a day.
Wild 106 catches the most 18 to 34year-old listeners of all radio stations on
the G n tra l Coast.
Otte woukl think, then, that this
would put a lot of pressure on the disc
jix;keys. C3ne Kxtk into the studio,
though, shows a few laid-back guys hav
ing a gcxxl time, laughing and playing
music for the fans.
“The number one thing that is in my
head is that it’s not me that (listeners)
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Cal Poly students Melvin Enriquez (upper left), Chris Jones (upper
see DJs, page 2 right) and Jeff Swisher (bottom) are all DJs at Wild 106.
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UNION

Many Republicans said reducing
taxes will free up more money to the
economy.
“You cannot tax yourself out of

recession,” Rosensteel said. “People
will buy more if they keep more of
their money.”
Som e of the programs Bush
brought up surprised both political
camps. T h e president proposed $1.2
billion to research production of
hydrogen-powered automobiles and
$15 b illio n to com bat A ID S in
Africa and the Caribbean.
D em ocrats are skeptical that
these programs will be used to pay
back Bush’s political supporters.
“I hope it’s not going to pour
money to the drug companies that
supported his electio n ,” Zeuschner
said.
It seems th at D em ocrats and
Republicans are fundamentally split
when it comes to their reactions to
Bush’s State of the U nion Address.
Republicans such as political sci
ence senior Chad Wagner still sup
port the president.
“People will jump on his agenda,”
he said. “He’s very passionate; peo
ple will believe him .”
D em ocrats feel th at Bush did
nothing to assuage their fears of war
and a floundering economy.
“He didn’t get to the heart of the
issues,” Zeuschnersaid. “H e’s beating
the drums of patriotism to gain sup
port for his initiatives."

VITA

p.m.
T h e V IT A service will be located

continued from page 1

in the com puter lab on the third
floor o f building 3, the business

continued from page 1

5-Day Forecast

has made a case.”
Political science senior W ilm a
Toschi was also not swayed hy Bush’s
speech.
“He gave no concrete evidence
on why we should go to war with

FRIDAY
High: 7 6 °/L o w : 48°

- í :í _

SATURDAY
High: 68° / Low : 42°

SUNDAY

mass
d estru ctio n ,”
said
33rd
Assembly
D istrict
D em ocratic
C om m ittee chair Sanford D. Cook.
“As of right now, I don’t think he

Iraq,” she said. “T h ey h av en ’t
proven
th at
they
have
the
weapons.”

^7^

High: 6 6 °/L o w : 42°

H igh:7 0 °/L o w :44° j

Bush began his address hy talking
about the unemployment problem
in the country. He stressed cutting

TUESDAY

taxes hy $674 billion over the next
10 years to boost the ailing econ o

MONDAY

High: 7 0 °/Lo w : 46°!^

Today's Sun
Rises.': 7:04 a.my Sets: 5:29 p,m.

Today's Mooi^^
Rises: 6:02 a.m ./Sets: 3:46 p.m.

Today's Tides
Low: 1:40 a.m./ 2.6 feet
High: 7:52 a.m. / 6.4 feet
Low: 3:19 p.m. / -1.3 feet
High: 10:05 p.m. / 4 feet

my. C ook, like most Democrats, said
the tax cuts will benefit the rich,
nor the people who are in need.
“T heir solutions for the economy
are upside dow n,” he said. “I’m
afraid h e’s condem ning us to perpet
ual deficits.”

the students also had to pass a state

building.
Customers need to bring their
returns from last year as well as

and federal test.

their 2002 tax docum ents, includ

m onth. In addition to th eir classes,

T h e V IT A program will run from
noon to 4 p.m. every Saturday from

ing form b ooklets if they have
received them .

Feb. 1 until M arch 15. Custom ers

For more inform ation about the

are urged to arrive no later than 3

V ITA services, call 7 5 6 -2 6 6 7 .

Coming up this week
^Open House Info Session - This manda
tory meeting will take place today from 11
a.m. to 12 p.m. in bldg. 52, room B05.

Mustang Daily

crime Round-Up
Jan 21: An LCD video projector valued at $6,600 was
stolen from room 212 of the education building.
Jan 21: The coin box from a copy machine was
stolen from a hallway in the education building.
Jan 22: A recurring harassment problem was reported.The suspect was bothering the reporting party in
person and by e-mail in the architecture and envi
ronmental design building.
Jan 23: A forged parking permit was identified by
University Police in the Grand Avenue parking structure.The officer knew it was a fake because it had a
duplicate identification number.The officer entered
the vehicle and confiscated the fraudulent permit.
The violator will be fined $140.
Jan .24: A rape was reported late in the evening at
Yosemite Hall.There is an ongoing investigation into
the matter.
Jan 27:Two stolen golf carts were recovered off Poly
Canyon Road. One was crashed into a tree, the other
parked nearby.
nixin group’s mentor, in a sense. After
discovering Enriquez at a party three

continued from page 1
are tuning in to listen to,” Swisher said.
“They’re not tuning in to hear my
voice. TTiey’re tuning in to hear the
music — you a in ’t ever forget that.”
For Enriquez, though, the scenario is
a bit different. While Wild 106 listen
ers may tune in tor the jams, his week
ly DJ gigs at Tortilla Flats and Club
SLO Brew give him the opportunity to
get in performance mixle.
“I love playing in front of a crowd
and audience, just seeing the reaction,”
he said.
And while Sw'isher and Enriquez
can mostly ftxas on pleasing listeners
while on the air, Jones’ role at the sta
tion takes it one step further. In addi
tion to his nightly time slot, Jones is
the station’s music director and assis
tant program director, leaving him lit
tle free time in the day for, well, any
thing.
“(This job) doesn’t give you much
chance to do anything else,” Jones said.
“It’s a matter of extreme time conser
vation and a lot of Cliff’s Notes.”
Jones has also served as the afrer-

years ago, Jones put him on the air.
When a jix:key left the station last
summer, Jones asked Swisher, who at
the time worked controls at another
kxal station, to record some Isetweensong breaks. Sixin after, the station’s
general manager put Swisher on the
air.
“It kind of fell into my lap, and I
wasn’t even kxiking to get a DJ spot,”
Swisher said. “But then once it came
my way, 1 tries.! my hardest to seize the
moment.”
Enriquez also sees the job as a
chance to make a name for himself and
gain some experience for the future.
“Not a lot of people can say that
they go to schexd and already have a
job that they’re going to pursue after
ward,” he siiid.
But if you ;tsk Swisher, he is having
too much fun to consider it a “job.”
“It’s almost amazing that 1 get paid
to do what I do a lot of times,” he said.
“I’d almost pay the station to let me go
on the air.”

DRASTIC RENT

^Bands Perform - Two A Day and Too
Much Or Too Little will perform at
Creekside Lanes in Atascadero on Friday.

^'Inside Voices' Open Mic Night - On
Friday at 6:30 p.m. in UU 221.
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National/Intemational News

Mustang Daily

NationalBriets
Polls: State of Union viewers
more impressed with com
ments on Iraq than economy
Polls taken after President Bush’s
State of the Union suggest his mes
sage on the need for military action
against Iraq resonated more strongly
with the Republican-leaning speech
audience than his message on the
economy.
By a 2-1 margin, speech watchers
polled by C N N -U SA Tcxlay-Gallup
and A B C News said President Bush
made a convincing case about the
need for the U .S. to take military
action against Iraq.
Those in the Gallup poll were less
convinced the economy will be
helped by his plans for speeding up
tax cuts and pushing a new $674 bil
lion plan that relies heavily on tax
cuts. About half in the Gallup poll,
49 percent, said his program is likely
to get this country out of its current
economic problems, and 43 percent
said it would not. The A B C poll also
suggested speech watchers were more
impressed by his Iraq remarks.
Those who watched the speech
were more likely to be Republican
than DemcKratic, which is typical in
polls of those who watch such sp>eeches. Pollsters say that those who like a
president are more likely to tune in.

Administration readies more
evidence to persuade skeptics
on Iraq
W A SH IN G TO N — T he Bush
administration, weighing whether to
set a deadline for Saddam Hussein to

disarm, plans to make public next
week details about Iraq’s weapons
programs in hopes of convincing
skeptics at home and abroad that
Baghad is defying United Nations’
demands.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
will make the presentation at the
U .N .
Security
Council
next
Wednesday as the administration
moves toward a decision on whether
to go to war to force Saddam to dis
arm. He also is expected to meet with
the foreign ministers of most Security
Council members.

Florida doctor indicted on
charges he diluted cancer
drugs
FO RT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — A
urologist was charged Wednesday
with watering down an expensive
drug used to treat people with
advanced cases of prostate cancer.
Victor Souaid, 40, of Lighthouse
Point is charged in the 60-count
indictment with health care fraud,
product tamp^ering and the wholesale
distribution of prescription drugs
without a license.
Authorities say Stjuaid failed to
prof)erly administer the drug Lupron
to at least 32 patients diagnosed with
prostate cancer between July 2000
and November 2001.
Souaid allegedly tampered with
and diluted Lupron to inject the drug
into more than one patient, the
indictment said. It also accused the
doctor of wrongfully distributing
Lupron through a series of sales total
ing more than $1.5 million. The doc
tor was not a licensed wholesale bro
ker at the time.

spiritual leader or “amir” of the
jemaah Islamiyah terror group.
“He fulfills all the conditions for
being a suspect,” police Col. Zainury
Lubis said, without elaborating.
“Several suspects already in custody
have said he knew of the bombings.”

Ben Kuehne, the doctor’s attorney,
was not immediately available for
comment following a brief hearing.
Souaid was expected to be released
later Wednesday.
T lie indictm ent did not say
whether Souaid’s alleged conduct
affected the health of any patients.
He faces up to 10 years in prison and
a $250,000 fine for each count.
In December, a federal judge sen
tenced former Kansas City, Mo.,
pharmacist Robert Courtney to 30
years in prison, fined him $25,000
and ordered him to pay $10.4 million
in restitution to victims of his
chemotherapy drug dilution scheme.

IntemationalBriets
Indonesian police say
detained Muslim cleric
involved in Bali bombings
BALI, Indonesia — For the first
time, Indonesian police have directly
implicated a radical Muslim cleric in
last year’s terrorist nightclub bombon Bali island.
A senior police officer said
Wednesday that Abu Bakar Bashir,
the spiritual leader of an al-Qaidalinked terrorist group, was “involved”
in the attack that killed nearly 200
people, mostly foreign tourists.
However, they have not formally
charged him with the Oct. 12 attack
and said they would not do so until he
stands trial later this year for his
alleged involvement in a series of
church bombings across Indonesia in
2000 .
Bashir, 64, who has been in ptilice
custody since Oct. 18, has denied any
wrongdoing. He is believed to be the
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Mexico City police chief pro
poses counterfeit-proof uni
forms to combat corruption

M EXICO C ITY — Mexico City’s
police chief is suggesting a new dress
code for his officers: counterfeit-pr(X)f
uniforms.
U.N. official: Humanitarian cri
C hief Marcelo Ebrard said Tuesday
sis averted in southern Africa
that the new suits could help end a
JO H A N N ESBU R G , S<tuth Africa disturbing trend of crooks masquerad
— A serious humanitarian crisis in ing as cops.
southern Africa appears to have been
“This is an idea or plan that is still
averted with the delivery of hundreds
under study, so there are no details yet
of thousands of tons of fcxjd aid to
on how it would be carried out,” said
hungry people, a top U.N. relief offi
police spokesman Omar Cruz.
cial said Wednesday.
Police uniforms can be legally
The World Food Program had esti
obtained at stores and from street
mated that more than 15 million peo
vendors throughout M exico City,
ple in six southern African countries
offering impostors an ideal cover for
were in danger of starvation because
committing crimes.
of poor harvests last year.
Ebrard proptises giving the roughly
Fast reaction by humanitarian
workers and aid agencies and gener 30,000 officers under his command
ous aid from donor countries has new uniforms with distinctive fea
averted a serious famine in the region, tures that could not be reproduced.
One solution would be to make
said James Morris, the head of the
police
unifom ^ with a spiecial cloth
WFP and the U.N. special envoy to.'
unavailable to the public, he said.
the stiuthem Africa hunger crisis.
T he idea has come up before.
“Food has been put in place over
the last several months in such a way Several years ago, officials proposed
that starvation, death has not sewing microchips into the seams of
cxcurred, and that’s something to cel uniforms — a plan that was never
ebrate,” he told journalists in South carried out, Cruz said.
Africa following a trip to affected
It’s unclear whether new uniforms
nations.
would work: Most Mexico City resi
Morris, however, expressed con dents fear police so much they’re
cern abiiut the ongoing A ID S pan unlikely to get close enough to check
demic ravaging the region.
for counterfeits.
The W FP estimated it will have
delivered more than 1.4 million tons Briefs compiled from The Associated
of fcxxJ aid by March to needy people Press wire service by Mustang Daily
in Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Malawi, news editor Andra Coberly.
Zambia, Swaziland and Mozambique.
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Is attraction
only for the
beautiful?

Time for Bush to put his
big plans to action
n his State of the Union address. President George W. Bush
tried to tackle some of the biggest and most difficult issues
on the domestic political agenda. He sought to assure
Americans that his administration could revitalize the coun
try’s economy even as it tackles what he described as a grave
threat from “the dictator of Iraq,” Saddam Hussein.
Bush touched on the economy, health care, prescription
dnig benefits and alternative energy, but stoppied short of com
mitting to war.
The forcefully delivered speech may have come at a crucial
—
time for the president, one that
C a O n n ilT lG iltd r y
called a “whirlwind of
change and hope and peril.”
Recent polls have indicated a growing concern among the
public over Bush’s handling of the economy and a general
wariness felt about the prospect of war with Iraq.
Although there are nearly two years to go before the next
presidential election, analysts are saying that Bush’s perfor
mance could he viral in reversing a downward trend in his pop
ularity.
What is the State of the Union address suppo,sed to do but
increase the president’s approval rating and morale of the
nation ?
The first half of the president’s hour-long address, which was
interrupted 77 times by ovations (Yikes, can we please hold our
applause until the end people?), was devoted to domestic poli
cy. Some analysts credited this to Bush’s desire not to let Iraq
overshadow a presidential agenda geared toward the 2004 reelection campaign.
Bush proposed $400 billion for a Medicare prescription drug
benefit, $10 billion in new funding to combat AIDS in Africa
and the Caribbean and $6 billion for Project BioShield, which
will develop vaccines and treatments for bio-terror agents.
He proposed spending new money to develop hydrogenpowered, pollution-free cars and create a mentoring program
for children of prison inmates. He also called for a new $600million drug treatment program in which federal money could
go to religious community service programs.
It all sounds gotxl in theory'; let’s see it in action. And where
is this money coming from? Not from taxes or stock dividends.
Don’t get me wrong; I like Bush as much as the next mid
dle-aged, middle-class white guy. I can’t wait to see the Ekish
twins in the White House in 2024. Just kidding.
Bush did speak ominously of the inevitable war and the
“decisive days that lie ahead.” Pointing his index finger for
emphasis, the president vowed to confront “every enemy that
threatens the American pe<Tple.”
The president spoke a lot aKiut the repercussions of not
going to war but he hasn’t really addressed the repercu.ssicxis of
going to wat.

I

uesday a young fellow wrote to the paper and teasingly said that
he was tired of hearing sex advice from attractive people, (i.e.
me). T he gentleman claims that my genetic blessings prevent
me from reporting on the truth, the whole truth and nothing hut the
truth, and that commonplace people see beauty in different ways.
But are the two worlds so different? Is heauty really in the eye of the
beholder, or can generalizations be made? 1 decided to go undercover
and report on behalf of the mediocre people, to cast off my flawless
façade and delve into the world of the average.
My first encounter as an “ordinary girl” happened when 1 was in a
computer lab while 1 tried to print a picture
of myself. 1 was fresh from the gym and
looked more like a goblin than a sassy sex
columnist. T he guy sitting next to me
pointed to the on-screen pic and said
“W oah, is that your friend?"
1 was horrified. 1 had grown so grotesque
ly un-glamorous that 1 was unrecognizable.
“N o,” 1 sighed and laughed bitterly, “T h a t’s
me. 1 just look really nasty today.”
“O h ,” he mumbled, “because 1 was going
to say she was beautiful.”
Almost a compliment, but not quite. I’d
had enough of being sub-par and put an end
to my humiliating little experiment, but
p
^
•
the questions still lingered: W hat makes
11 I 1 J 1 Q
attraction and is the idea universal?
L / tif I
I asked my neighbor M att as he franti
cally flipped through PSY 202 study cards.
“A ttraction: Cheekbones, jawline, big
eyes. Shiny hair, proportionate, nice teeth,” he rattled off.
“Yes but what’s your personal..."
“Cognitive dissonance,” he rambled on, glassy eyed. “A condition of
conflict or anxiety resulting from inconsistency betw'een one’s beliefs
and one’s actions, such as opposing the slaughter of animals and eating
m eat.” He was on overload - he needed beef jerky.
If the Cal Poly Psychology Department’s definition of beauty is cor
rect, then logically everyone would try to date the most attractive peo
ple they saw, and we all know that doesn’t happen. There are many
mismatched couples who insist that their partners’ (lack oO physical
appeal isn’t important. They value personality.
W ell, that sounds like loser talk to me. W ho needs “emotional ful
fillm ent” or “stimulating conversation” anyway? If a guy is dumb as a
sack o’ riKks but can do 90 push-ups jn two minutes and has a big truck,
he’.s A -OK. I want a Modesto High fœ tb all champ, not a brain surgeon.
1 want a man in cowboy boots, not law school. If 1 need an intellectu
al eipial, I just turn on PBS. T h e old bixiks they turn into movies are
C(.xil; sometimes they show bixihies.
A ll jokes ;tside, if we all refused to date anyone but the hottest of
hotties, some of us would just die out. T h ere’s simply not enough beau
ty to go around and social Darwinism would take over. In 100 years or
so, we’d have a highly evolved supermcxlel scxziety. Instead of growing
gills or webbed feet, people would start to .sprout cell phones and dia
mond earrings while still in the womb. Scary.
It seems that heauty, whatever your definition of it is, dcxzsn’t always
bring fulfillment and is best kept in theory. Howard Stem once said that
he dated a model that jocked him like crazy, but he dumped her because
she was boring. We don’t control who we’re attracted to or why. Many
of us have thought “1 should be attracted to him, but I’m just not.”
Even with textb<xik qualifications, there has to be that .spark, that
chemistry, that mystique we can’t resist. W hether you’re Uglies
McHideous or Pretty McMixlelson, there is someone for everyone especially if you’re willing to severely lower your standards and compromi.se most of your integrity. O h har bar, I’m so funny. But seriously
folks, beauty may he in the eye of the beholder, but everyone sees personality.

T

Shallon Lester is a Mustang Daily colum nist and sees the beauty w ith
in people - especially people who are attractive. Send questions,
com m ents or sarcasm to shallonlester@ hotm ail.com .
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Right wing's war stance
suspicious
Editor,
John Holbus refuted several argu
ments against war with Iraq (“Liberal
stance on war doesn’t make sense,”
Jan. 28). Unfortunately, those argu
ments were from the underdeveloped
portion of his brain. Likewise, his
analysis and ‘debunking’ were sorely
starved of intelligence.
Let me elaborate: Holbus said that
the profits of oil companies will stay
the same if we go to war with Iraq.
Apparently Holbus hasn’t heard of a
thing called investment. If Holbus
thinks that American investment in
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“The course o f this nation does not depend
on the decisions o f others. Whatever action is
required, whenever action is necessary, I will
defend the freedom and security o f the
American people.”
George W. Bush

President
“The course of this nation does not depend on the decisions
of others,” Bush said. “Whatever action is required, whenever
action is necessary, I will defend the freedom and security of
the American people.”
He provided a long list of allegatioas of Saddam’s efforts to
put a stop to the weapx>ns inspection and left no doubt that he
is ready to part ways with allies w'ho want to give inspectors
more time.
This frightens me. I fwl the president’s passion as he speaks
of Iraq and it makes me want to go and find Saddam myself,
but the United States needs to keep alliance with the United
Nations and make this a world action, as the support is already
in place due to the tragedy on Sept. 11.
A seat two rows behind the first lady was left empty. The
White House said the seat “symbolizes the empty place many
Americans will always have at their tables and in their lives
because of the attacks on September 11, 2(X)1.”
For the first time since those attacks transformed him into a
wartime president. Bush is hack in good graces with a majority
of Americans.
But Bush had scarcely completed his condemnation of the
Iraqi leader - including an explicit, primetime listing of Iraqi
torture techniques - when Sen. Edward Kennedy issued a fresh
challenge.
“Instead of rushing down the path to war with Iraq, the
American people deserve a full debate,” Kennedy said.
Debate? Gingress voted last fall to authorize military action.
1 do not think that America should ru-sh into any military
action, but a debate? Show me the confirmation that Secretary
of State Colin Powell will present to the U.N. Security
Council of Saddam’s refusal to disarm and proof of Iraq’s link
to terrorists. That’s enough for me.
1 do agree wholeheartedly with President Bu,sh on one
thing, without debate: “May Gtxl continue to bless the United
States of America.”

William Reitz is. a journalism ‘senior and Mustang Daily staff
writer.
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Iraqi oil wouldn’t be a boon to “Bush’s
oil buddies," he needs to he put into a
straight jacket. T he liberal argument is
that Bush's connections to oil make
this endeavor more than a little bit
suspicious.
Holbus says that we will not be
fighting this war ourselves, and he is
abst>lutely right. He is not right in
assuming that European participation
will com e without cost. Most
European leaders are facing significant
internal opposition for bowing down
to U .S. needs. Eventually, this might
exacerbate the “A tlantic Divide” and
make diplomacy more difficult.
Many people agree that an Iraqi
invasion will probably be followed by
a prolonged occupation to ensure sta
bility. Frankly, I doubt even you could

Stephen Curran •ditor4n-chi«f
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handle prolonged occupation. It
would be costly politically and eco
nomically. War isn’t all that much fun
once the shooting stops and we have
to clean up the mess.
Lastly, let me say that 1 am a liberal
but that I am not totally against war
with Itaq. There are actually many
gocxl reasons to go to war, unfortu
nately our most v<x:al conservatives do
not often hit upon these reasons. It
would be great if Iraq could be a demo
cratic mtxlel for the Middle East. It
would be great to have cheaper gas. I
just think there are more important
matters our governm ent could be
tending to.

John V. Kew II is a com puter science
senior.
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Letters to the editor
United Nations deserves another chance
Editor,
There has been a K)nf» Koing debate between realists and liberals
about whether there can in fact be a legitinrate intematioruil law. Any
pragmatic cUid rational person who knows anything at all about internationttl relatioas would tell you that when a nation s security interests
are at risk, any type of international law is thrown out the window.
Tcxlay many would argue that the United Nations is the principle
authority of international law, and right now the fijture of the United
Nations is on the line with the crisis in Iraq. For the past decade, Iraq
has flaunted and mocked several U.N. resolutions, and for the past
decade has gotten away with it. Within that time Saddam has tried
to develop weapons of mass destruction to threaten world peace
again, just as he has in Kuwait and Iran. Since then we have had a
president who has perceived Iraq as a threat and has decided to give
Saddam one more chtmce to comply with international law ;md once
again, and after even hearing it from Hans Blix Monday, Saddam is
deceiving and disregarding international law.
Given the current crisis in Iraq, I see liberals themselves with a
crisis. It is their hist chance to supptirt and prove the United Nations’
legitimacy by finally getting rid of Saddam. Rather, they are giving
Saddam one more chance. Can they actually believe that the United
Nations (their international law) will have a legitimate authority in
future crises? TTie credibility of the United Nations is on the line,
and thankfully we have an administration that is willing to give the
United Nations that one last chance it has.

Jason Starkey is a p o litical science ju n io r.

Editor,
After reading the letters to the editor from the Jan. 27 Mustang
Daily, I feel compelled to respond with some of my thoughts. Let me
start by assuming that it is a universal belief of mankind that to mur
der another human being is wrong. When one human murders anoth
er, there is no gray area; it is simply wrong. However, all of mankind
tk)es not believe that aborting a pregnancy is wRing. Why is that true,
considering that a embryo is an undeveloped human being iind a liv
ing thing can be defined as any organism that is not dead?
Qimmonly, this di.screpancy stems from a belief in God. To those
who believe that God dictates what is right and wrong, to take away
an embryo’s life once it has been given a soul is wrong. To many who
do not believe that God dictates right and wrong, terminating a
pregnancy early may just mean that an embryo was prevented from
becoming a human being.
Those who use their religious belieft to define what human “life”
is should not be able to prevent others, with a different perspective
of what human life is, from ending their pregnancy. I think it really
is as simple as individual women needing to make their own deci
sions aKiut the gray area that defines the beginnings of life.
Women who do not share the belief that abortion is mutder
should always be allowed access to safe and legal abortions.

Greg Reynolds is an industrial technology sophomore.

Abortion is a woman's issue, not man's
Editor,
The abortion debate boils down to control. Women must be able
to control their repnxluctive choices. I know it sounds harsh, but it’s
one of life’s hard truths. If a woman does not have repnxluctive free
dom, she has no freedom. Women had abortions before Roe v.
Wade, so if your readers think that by overturning this landmark mling that abortions wixild magically disappear, they are foolish.
We would just go back to the bad old days when women had to
go to the proverbial “back alley butchers” and worse. Women can be
trusted to control their reproductive options and we must continue
to allow them to do so. Polls consistently show that in this democ
racy of (xirs, a majority of Americans support a woman’s right to
choose. A fetus is not a human being, despite what the anti-abortion
movement says. But a woman is, and she must have control over her
reproductive choices.

Susan Otto is a staff member in the Cal Poly English Department.

Editor,
I was extremely annoyed Wednesday to turn to the opinion page
and read all three anti-abortion letters to the editor (which funnily
enough, were all written by males). 1 strongly suppxirt a woman’s
right to choose whether or not to have an abortion, for several rea
sons. As citizens of a demtx:ratic scx:iety, we enjoy certain rights and
freedoms. There are certain inalienable rights that the Constitution
guarantees to us. One of these is the right to privacy, which protects
women who wish to have abortions. A woman has the right to con
trol her body without the government’s interference. For all those
who think that this is ridiculixis - do you really want the govern
ment telling you what to do with your body?
The bi^est issue 1 have with anti-abortion advixiates is that they
all try to tell ytxi that abortion is murder. During the first trimester
(when more than 60 percent of abortions are performed), the devel
oping embryo does not have human personhtxxl. About two weeks
from conception, a yellow streak develops in the embryo. This is the
neural tube, which will later be protected by the backbone. Up until
this point, it’s possible for the embryo to split into two and become
twins. Since human personhocxJ implies a single entity, it does not
occur at c o n c e p t l o t T . ' . f ' . ' w ' i •> O 'ir'i, v m ^j .

A n embryo (which by the way is not considered a fomi of human
life) only technically becomes a fetus after nine weeks of pregnancy.
But even at this point the fetus is only a fomi of life in the same sense
as a parasite. It is only capable of living if it is completely dependant
upon another human being. In order for the fetus to survive outside
the mother’s IxxJy, it must have viability, the ability to live on its own
if it were delivered by (Jesarean section or by nomial delivery. This
dix-'sn’t happen unril after the 26th week of pregnancy, somewhere
between the end of the second trimester and the beginning of the
third. Also tx:curring at this point is the completion of the spino
thalamic system. Before this system is complete, the developing fetus
cannot feel pain.
So during the first trimester, the embryo cannot feel pain, is not
even considered a form of human life and doesn’t have human personhocxl until at least two weeks after conception. Terminating this
pregnancy cannot be considered murder. We are not celebrating the
fact that we have been “killing babies” for 30 years. Instead, we are
celebrating the 30-year anniversary of upholding our constitutional
rights. Support a woman’s right to choose.

Kristen Michallik is a business administration sophomore.

Accomodating sperm s necessary too
Editor,
After my attempt to stay away from the abortion issue, a letter in
yesterday’s (Jan. 27) paper sparked my interest, in which Ryan
Lawrence brilliantly compares slavery to abortion. He effectively
argues, “African-Americans did not choose slavery and babies do not
chtxise abortion.”
Although Ryan makes a gtxxl point, it is incomplete and needs
some remodeling. W hat 1 want to ask is: W hat about sp>erm? Yes, you
got it, sperm! Ryan and other “imti-abortionists” overkxik the fact
that 90 percent of men masturbate. Well, if that’s the case, which it
truly is, then trillions upon trillioas (probably more) of spemi prob
ably were killeiJ in the last minute by masturbation.
Ryan, where were the “anti-abortionists” for that last minute,
when trillions of sperm were mutilated? After all, every single one of
those spierm are potential life forms and living organisms.
Overall, Ryan makes a gotxJ point: The Jews did not choose the
Hokxraust, the slaves did not chcxise slavery, babies do not chixise
abortion, and I would like to add that sperm do not choose mastur
bation. Can a man’s right to masturbate really outweigh another
sperm’s right to live? Well, if abortion becomes illegal, you men out
there better be careful. The “anti-abortion (including sperm)” move
ment is emerging, imd 90 percent of men will be tried as murderers
and sent to prison.

individuals within the l\ ‘imx;ratic and Republican Party alike are.
Vote however you like in the next presidential election, but I know
I’ll be voting Libertarian in 2004.

Mike Lydon is an industrial engineering senior.

New ID technology a controversial issue
Editor,
After our president’s annual State of the Union addre.ss, I would
like to bring stime attention to an issue which is of the utmost imjxirtance to all patriotic Americans. This issue is T IA , or Total
Infomration Awareness. I’m sure by now all of you have heard of this
system.
If you have not, here is a summary. T IA is a massive public sur
veillance system - spearheaded by former Navy Rear Adm. John
Poindexter - which h;is come under scathing attack by civil liberties
groups and edirorial pages around the country since it was unveiletl
last year. T IA would create a centralized databa.se of every
American’s electronic transactions, such as credit card purchases,
bank transactions, travel data, driver’s license information, educa
tional and health records, e-mails and phone calls.
Eventually that infomtation would be linked with biometric data
such as face recognition technology imd digital fingerprints, and pro
vided instantly to law enforcement to detect patterns of terrorist
activity, the government says. Stime of you may find the very idea of
this scary, some may not. Whether you find this system or idea fright
ening or not, I strongly urge you to check out the following Web site
<md/or link.
The information here will change your total perspective on 55ept.
11 and many other political issues. Some of you might not know this,
but there is, or was, a lawsuit filed on behalf of the families of the vic
tims of Sept. 11 regarding the facts presented in this Web site and on
the Sept. 11 vidai that can be found within. The vidai is a lecture
by Michael Rupert, an ex-LAPD narcotics investigator. Any patri
otic American needs to watch this video, for it makes “Bowling For
Qilumbine” look like mere child’s play.
http://www.ffomthewildemess.com/free/ww3/02_ 11 _02_lucy.html
http://www.fromthewildemess.com/store/videos.html

Mike Lydon is an industrial engineering "super senior"and a mem
ber of the Libertarian Party.

Club had right to make tasteful calendar
Editor,

Recently I’ve been asked what was CLA (Qxllege of Liberal Arts)
Joshua Kob is a political science sophomore who thinks "anti-abor iind the music department’s involvement with the Cal Poly Wind
tionists" need to go all the way and protect the rights of sperm.
Orchestra Club’s Calendar. After reviewing the idea tor the priiject
with the office for Gtmpus Relations at Cal Poly, the club advi.ser
Analogy in abortion letter doesn't fly
told the club that the project would have to be abandoned.
However, club members presented the idea and photos again; they
Editor,
were vetted by Aciidemic Programs and then Gimpus Relatioas.
1 am writing this letter in response to Greg Maitas’ letter (“Life is Academic Prograias recommendal the elimination of stnne photi*,
the central issue around aKirtion,” Jan. 28). Gteg, that was a p<xir which indeed were removed. The project pnx:ealal with club, not
analogy.
college, hinds. Tlie finishal work had to emphasize that it was a club,
neither a department nor a college-sp«instircd pniject.
So what are my reactions to the calendar?The photos, while a few
LeeTrainor is a biology senior.
are moa* provix:ative than others, are tasteful; Kit that is merely my
Colum nist doesn't back up points made i^inion. However, the enterpri.se - selling the calendar - can give
the impression to some paiple that the trip to Carnegie depends on
Editor,
the merchandizing tif the photographed students. That is not an
I wixild like to thank John Holbus for his column ixi Jan. 28 impression we .should convey, even if the intent - as 1 believe - w<is
(“Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense”). He m;ikes three excel not to be exploitative. In point cif fact, while the sales might i>fifset
lent arguments against the “liberal” stance on war. There is, howev the students’ cost for going to Carnegie, the trip in no way depends
on those sales.
er, one fundamental problem with his argument.
Had I K*en asked, I therefr'ire wixild have recommended against
The whole frxmdation fi>r his arguments Is missing. O f axirse oil
the
pn>ject. Wixild I have stopped it, presuming that I axild have?
companies work on margins and therefore don't care what the cost
of crude oil is. The pniint “liberals” (let’s call them progressives now No. Our roles are to advise student clubs, guide them thrixigh the
since individuab like Bill O'Reilly have demonized the term “liber pnxess while htxioring their judgment, help them - and the rest of
al” in the past couple years) are trying to make has ra^thing to do as - learn, and deal with the reactions.
1 do wish the club a great trip and a .successful performance. (Do
with oil.
Are you even aware of I3ick Cheney’s affiliatktn with a company not kxxk for an equivalent Deans’ Gilcndar, despite the budget crisis!)
called Halliburton Co., who Ls building a massive pipeline through
A^frtanistan with the purpose of transpi>rting i>il? I’m just not sure yixir Harry Hellenbrand is dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
first argument was defending the right issue. As yxxi stated in ytxir first
paragraph, the argument you were trying to disprove was nt) bkxxl for
Letter policy
oil, not any high-priced oil for bkxxl. Right? OK, let’s move on.
Argument numbet two deals with the fact that Great Britain,
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar,
Italy and Spain are solidly with as. Well, Great Britain is certainly
profonity and length. Letters do not represent the views of
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. Letters should
with us to a point. However, even they have stated that the inspec
include
the writer's full name, phone number, major and class
tors should be given more time, while (Xir president and many other
standing.
high ranking officials are now saying we will move on with or withBy mail:
cxit these countries. Great Britain included. France and Ru.ssia are
Letters to the Editor
the most hyptx:ritical nations on Earth. Let’s see, I searched your arti
Building 26, Room 226
cle but found no argument for this. Maybe ytxi have a gtxxl one,
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
maybe not, but at least give us a rca.stm for stating this.
CA 93407
I consider myself as patriotic as any Ametican, but even I know
Byhix:
that out nation b one of the mixit hypiKtitical. Wliat are my argu
(805) 756^784
ments, y<Hi ask ? W ho do yixi think supported Saddam Hussein in the
By e-mail: mustangdaily@hotmail,com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account Do not
1980s when our “enemy” was Iran? W ho .supported the Taliban later
send
letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the body of
when the Rassiaas were trying to get intt) Afghanistan so they amid
the
e-mail.
be the first ones to build the mega-pipeline? Sorry Russiaas, you k>se.
Attention:
Dick Cheney wins.
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit It in the cor
Believe me, there are many more points as well. How many of
rect forrrfat
these foreign policy decisions were decided by the American paiple?
'l l t
«‘The answér'is none.. Americaas are not the problem, a few flawed
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Could
Washington's
worst enemies
be united?
By Paul Haven
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ISLA M A BA D , Pakistan — It’s a
nightmare scenario: ALQaida terror
ists, funded hy Osama bin Laden’s mil
lions and with access to Saddam
Hussein’s hidden stockpiles of chem i
cal and biological weapons, unleash
carnage that dwarfs even the fiiry of
the Sept. 11 attacks.
In making his case for possible war
with Iraq, President Bush warned such
a day might come if America fails to
act, hut there is no known evidence of
a link between Washington’s chief vil
lains.
TTie two men — one married to reli
gious extremism, the other a calculat
ing secularist — would make strange
bedfellows, agreeing perhaps only on
their hatred for the United States.
“Ideologically and logically, they
cannot work together,” Gen. Hamid
Gul, the former chief of Pakistan’s spy
agency InterServices Intelligence, told
The AssiKiated Press. “Bin Laden and
his men considered Saddam the killer
of hundreds of Islamic militants,” a ref
erence to Saddam’s relentless crack
downs on domestic prilitical rivals,
including Kurds and Shiites.
Pakistan, a longtime supporter of
the hardline Taliban regime in
Afghanistan, has a long history of
mrmitoring bin Laden’s comings and
goings.

et your voice
be heard ■
Take a survey ^
w ill be u se d fo r a
K C PR story Saturday.
:1. is a war with Iraq necessary?

A. Yes

B.No

C No opinion

2. Is a war with Iraq avoidable?

A. Yes

B. No

C No opinion

B. No

'V-

said. “Engineering is full of
unknowns, so failures are a prime
way to learn from our lack of knowl
edge.”
A rchitectural engineering senior
Andrew Hogue said he enjoyed last
year’s forum.
“It was a great experience for
young engineers to get a chance to
see a little hit o f the industry,”
Hogue said.
Chris Poland will begin the forum
with a speech about “How Failures
Have Influenced Today’s Building
Codes and Standards.” Poland is
chairm an, president and C E O of
Degenkolh Engineers, a firm spe
cializing in earthquake engineering
and one of the West C oast’s fore
most structural engineering firms.
As the organization’s president,
he advocates a major expansion of

P '> .

H
“

"E ven though failures have a negative connotation, they
can be positive if we take advantage o f the forced learn
ing ex p erien ce.”
Patrick Clinton

forum coordinator
mented and analyzed damage caused
by almost every major earthquake in
the past 40 years. His research
focuses on the behavior of buildings,
bridges and dams subjected to static
and dynamic loads.
Robert Idling, an engineer with
Wiss, janney and Elster Associates
o f Em eryville, will present “Fire
Aspects o f the World Trade C enter
Collapse.”
Idling has specialized in the
investigation of mostly fire-caused
building failures. Investigating the
collapse o f the World Trade C enter
towers has been a recent project of
his on behalf of several of his firm’s
clients.
W hile on faculty with C al Poly’s

A rch itectu ral
Engineering
Department, Idling developed Cal
Poly’s first course in finite-elem ent
analysis from 1976 to 1978.
T h e architectu ral engineering
department’s student chapter of the
Structural Engineers Association of
California, a club in the College of
A rch itectu re and Environm ental
D esign, will host the Structural
Forum.
T h e forum will be held from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the rotunda of the
business building. It is free and open
to the public.
For more information, visit the
architectural engineering Web site,
www.arce.calpoly.edu, or call 7561314.
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Translated from the Spanish meaning M iracle, Milagros
is the new est addition to the San Luis O bispo
restaurant palette. Traditional family recipes served in
a rustic setting, Milagros offers high quality unique
M exican Cuisine w ith friendly service. The Milagros
menu offers a variety o f dishes ranging from salads to
crab enchiladas and steak and shrim p. Com e and visit
Milagros and experience the M iracle fo r yourself.

Specials:
2 for Tuesdays
(2 tacos fo r $2, 2 burritos fo r $2, 2 beers for $3)
15% student special w ith ID (Sunday-W ednesday)
Live bands every T h u rsd ay night

Dining H ours:
I I ;30-9 (Sun-W ed)
I 1:30-10 (Thurs-Sat)
Cantina open Tues-Sat till I AM

Milagros*698 Higuera $t.*(805) 569-0307

Priority FAFSA Filing Deadline:
M arch 2,2003

Apply online using FAFSA on the web
at
www.fafsa.ed.gov
Cal Poly Scholarship Deadline:
M arch 2,2003

Access the web application at
http://my.calpoly.edu
Questions?

Please contact the Financial Aid Office
at 756-2927

C. No opinion

if you answered yes to the
above question, please answer
the following question: Will
America go to war without
.. U.N. approval?

A.Yes " B.No

continued from page 1

earthquake engineering research by
making efforts to help the public
understand risks, and working to
reduce losses caused by structural
failures.
Poland has helped develop
important state and federal struc
tural engineering standards and has
held leadership positions in associa
tions such as the Earthquake
Engineering Research Institute.
He will help explain the informa
tion he has gained to develop future
engineers to prevent them from
making the same mistakes.
“Anything from a crack in a co n 
crete beam to a total building co l
lapse might point out weaknesses in
our philosophy and design,” C lin ton
said. “Even though failures have a
negative connotation, they can be
positive if we take advantage of the
forced learning experience.”
M ete Sozen will talk on “Analysis
in D enial.” A distinguished profes
sor of structural engineering at
Purdue University, Sozen has docu

•A ny bands interested in playing, contact Tin o @ 569-0307*

3. Will America go to war with
Iraq?

A. Yes

FORUM
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Wanna Be A Superhero?

orchesis donee com oany p'-esent'

C. No opinion

"'Wt '. '

^

4. is the War on Terror a sue- %
cess? ^

A.Yes

B.No

C.No opinion

MOSAIC

5. Who poses a greater threat?

A. North Korea

)

B. Iraq

<'

6. Which country is the great
est threat to world peace? ^

PEER HEALTH OPEN HOUSE

A.China®
B. Iraq
CIran
D. Israel E. Libya
F, North Korea G. Great Britain
H. United States

Come and see what being a

Drop completed surveys at the
KCPR office, building 26, room
201 by 5 p.m . Friday. Resultst
will be used in an upcoming
radio show.

Tues. January 28th
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Peer Educator is all about!
11-lpm
Thurs. January 30th
Located on the bottom floor of the Health Center
756-6181
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Campus smells imprinting m em ories as you read this
By Abbey Kingdon

fee.
“I associate the
association is form ed
smell of coffee
W ith the Jays of recess now lonj;
betw een an emotion and a and Julian’s with
j^one for college students, many still
being on break,
scent, and the emotion is
^et misty eyed and nostalgic at the
the relief of being
re^experienced w hen
sight of freshly cut grass on an open
done with class
triggered hy the
•,
,
. .
field.
same or simi lar gered by the same or simi
and having con 
After the days of roommates and
versations with
scent,” she said,
(ar scentd'
dorms, midterms and professors, cer
friends,” said Josh
S c e n t triggers
tain smells will tug the same string in
both positive and
Mary Peracca Arbenz, first-year
the hearts - or nasal cavities - of C al
and
negative m emo
counselor M .B .A .
Poly students. So with my nose open
speech communi
ries, Peracca said.
and my eyes closed, I set out to dis
“For someone who has been cation graduate student.
cover the aromatic world of Cal Poly.
through a war, the smell of gun pow
Although blended wheat grass has
First I went to the Health Center,
der could trigger the terrible memory become a popular health drink, other
where counselor Mary Peracca
of war for them ,” she said.
forms o f ground-up grass are not so
explained why smells keep us in
Sin ce the smells of textbook ink welcomed - especially if the form of
touch with our memories.
and computer screens are breakdown is a cow’s rumen. T he
hard to capture, I turned to rich and sometimes rank smell of
■
Y<
•i X
other places students spend dairy byproduct seeps out of the dairy
operation to pervade the campus.
most of their time.
Julian’s, the coffee shop in W ith the scent of the dairy, no stu
íT'the U niversity U n ion , is dent can forget Cal Poly’s agricul
«
a
i
Site
host to one of the positive tural roots. Instead of negative mem
mm
smells associated with uni ories associated with a rank smell,
versities and academics. the dairy brings back fond memories
W h en the sliding doors for students.
open into the U U , the b it
Dairy science senior Dan Barbour
tersweet smell of coffee rush lives in a university-provided trailer
es out from the study plaza adjacent to the Veterinary C lin ic
that houses Ju lia n ’s and and next door to the dairy.
oth er
student
services.
He grew up near a dairy in rural
Students lean against the San Diego County and said he does
bar across from Ju lian ’s, n ’t mind the smell, except during the
Styrofoam cups in hand, rainy season or on a hot summer day
engaging in idle conversa when the smell gets most ripe.
tion or leafing through
“It reminds me of showing live
newspapers.
O
ther
students
stock in FFA at the county fair; it’s a
DANIEL GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY
bury them selves in te x t fond memory,” he said.
Since the dairy is placed upwind of cam
books, their only com pan
Agribusiness senior Ramey Hill
pus, the smell of cows will remind most
ions and a half-full Moca didn’t know what a dairy smelled like
students of Poly for years to come.
Java Blast cup of black cof- until she moved onto the C al Poly
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“An association
is formed between
an em otion and a
scent, and the
em otion
is re
experienced when

“An

trig'

campus. Growing up in
M arin C ounty didn’t
prepare her for all the
'é
hidden perks of an agri
cultural university.
O n ce, while living in
Frem ont
H all,
H ill
opened her window and
in wafted an aroma that
could only be bovine in
nature.
“I had to ask about
the smell of the dairy
■T
when I first smelled it,”
»
Hill said. “1 didn’t know
what it was. I didn’t
think Cal Poly had any
thing like this; it never
occurred to me that
there would be a fully
MATT MORENO/MUSTANG DAILY
functioning dairy on
campus.”
Natalie Junqueiro m akes m em ories by
Now graduated from enjoying pizza twists at least twice a week.
the dorms - and the
smell - Hill occasionally gets a fond me o f hanging out and m eeting
reminder of her days in the residence friends for lunch,” Ray said.
She associates the smell of pizza
halls.
twists
and Campus Market with a
“For the rest of my life, 1 will think
o f Fremont Hall when I smell a feeling of comfort.
“Most of the ag students hang out
dairy,” Hill said.
at
Campus Market, so when 1 walk
A t no other point in one’s life are
some twisted carbohydrates and a lit through there I almost always see
tle garlic salt considered a full-course someone from my college,” she said.
Ten years from now, a coffee stand,
meal. Students are drawn to Campus
Market not for the aggie atmosphere, a bread shop or a cow might make
but rather for the pizza twists. O ut of past Cal Poly students stop and rem
little brown paper bags, the fresh inisce, with softened hearts and a
haked-bread scent of the pizza twists glint in their eyes. Maybe they will
drive out of their way to pass a farm
fills the air around Campus Market.
Katie Ray, an agribusiness senior, or cafe, just to close their eyes and
eats pizza twists at Campus Market a take in one more sweet breath laden with the aromas of their col
couple times a week.
“T h e smell of pizza twists reminds lege years.

Performance

'Smile and Nod'troupe keeps fresh with new students
By Carly Haselhuhn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

As Justin Tim berlake bellows in
the background, they bring the
chairs into the black box (aka build
ing 45, rcKMii 212) that will soon be
transformed from a classrotim into a
stage. T h e “family” o f about 18 to
20 congregate to decide the ending
to the show - the only plans they
ever make for a performance. They
play warm-up activities that will
energize them for their future audi
ence.
__________________
W ill
this
audience laugh
► The team is
outright at their
raising m oney to antics, or simply
attend an arts
smile and nod?
festival that
N o question
th ey've been
for a team that
invited to, the
has kept C al
FRINGE festival
Poly and other
in Scatland.
a u d i e n c e s
laughing
for
about six years: Sm ile and Nod is
th eir nam e, and im provisational
comedy is their game.
T h e team isn’t just composed of
theater majors; anyone at C al Poly
is w elanne to audition for a spot. In
fact, current co-m anagers Sarah
Claspell and Ren Piper explained
that they bring in the most recruits
from their W eek of W elcom e per
formances. They put on two shows
during W O W week as an activity
for leaders and their groups.
Piper, a second-year aerospace
engineering major, said viewing one
such perform ance during W O W

Since scenes are all based

on

audience suggestions, similar
to the T V show **Whose
Line is it A nyw ay,'' a refer^
ee is needed and serves as a
link betw een the team and
the audience.
week inspired him to audition for
the team.
Quarterly tryouts consist o f scene
building and teamwork exercises .seeing how the participants move a
scene along together.
“It’s not about being the funni
est,” said m echanical engineering
junior M ike Schaller, a Sm ile and
Nod member C laspell, a theater and
business junior, agreed. Sh e said
Sm ile and Nod looks for people who
recognize that th ere’s a give and
take in all scenes - that one person
can ’t be too dom inant.
.'\fter auditions, the group gets
tog ether to discuss prospective
members’ strong and weak points,
and thus make nom in ation s. A
board o f six members will step in if
a tie-breaking decision is necessary.
Sm ile and Nod has never gone a
quarter without casting someone,
though they don’t make it a require
m ent. Selection s between newcom 
ers tend to be obvious for the group.
“People jump out at us,” said
member Jen n ie Pierson, a theater
senior.
Following the group’s preparation

before a show, w hich includes
turning up their favorite energiz
ing tunes - anything from Justin
Tim berlake to Enya - and deciding
on a conclusion for the show, a
designated referee will begin to
prep the audience.
S in ce .scenes are all based on
audience suggestions, sim ilat to
the T V show “W hose Line is it
Anyw ay,” a referee is needed.
Su ch scenes provide the needed
segue into each mem ber’s improvi
sation.
“T h e ref serves as th e link
betw een the team and the audi
e n c e ,” Claspell said.
A referee will not only take audi
ence suggestions, but will desetibe
the “fouls” that a team member
must nevet com m it:
T h e “Yo’ Mama” foul is com m it
ted if a member falls back on using
one of these timeworn jokes. T h e
“G roaner” foul occurs if som ething
a member says or does makes the
audience groan. And the “Brown
Bag” foul means a team member
must wear a brown paper bag over
their head if they tell a dirty joke.
W ith .so much social and group
in teraction, all members find that
Sm ile and Nod has not only given
them a fam ily-like bond, but that
they benefit from their experiences
in various ways.
Friendship.
“W hen you get in this group, you
gain like 18 new friends,” Piper said.
Life experience.
“1 apply what I learn in Sm ile and

Nod to everyday life,” Claspell said,
giving the exam ple o f working b et
ter with people.
C areer application.
“Learning to build scenes and
characters helps my acting skills,”
Pierson said.
Sm ile and Nod was formed as the
offsh(X)t o f an im provisation class in
1998. T h e team used to wotk up to
one big show, but now they perform
five to seven shows each quarter, as
well as benefit shows.

T hey have performed at San Luis
O bispo and G ilroy high schools,
offering improvisation workshops in
addition
to
th e
productions.
Currently, the team is raising money
to atten d an arts festival that
th ey ’ve been in vited to , the
FR IN G E festival in Scotland.
Sm ile and N i k ! performs every
Saturday at 8 p.m. until Feb. 22.
Shows are $5. T h eir last perfor
m ance is a free show M arch 5 at
Backstage Pizza.

%
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Arc you sure he's choking? Matt Fcrby, Stephen Yost and Mike
Schaller improvise for the crowd.
My

.M
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Around Town

Discovering your inner model train enthusiast
modeling as an art
► Model planes, trains
as well as a unique
and automobiles provide
Although ^^^"^Tis
wormhole to your
enthusiasm may
childhood
Sfow th b ;"::
Genevieve Fussell

▼

tecture
stu
dents
who
make
their
tossed their model airplanes “sem i-an n u al
aside Upon reaching adult' pilgrimage” to
purchase the
hood, others would cringe
“not half-way
Sapp is a loyal cus- at the thoUght.
CLxrked hut raw
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
tomer of Foothill
materials” used
After visiting Foothill Hobbies, the Hobbies.
in their labs. He carries various kinds
word “hobby” tiXTk on a whole new
Sapp admits to having more than of wcxxl, glue and Exacto knives
meaning while the word hobbyist 100 kits at home, only a dozen of which year-round and if, by chance, he
soared to novel heights.
are finished.
doesn’t have what you’re after, he’ll
Owner Kevin Ishister opencLl the
Sapp said his hohhy can teeter pre get it.
store to create a “hobby shop owned by cariously on an obsession.
The most sought after item in the
a hobbyist and run for hobbyists.”
“1 have a weird ritual,” he said. “1 store is the Firebird, a radio-con
A lifelong interest in mtxlel railroad can’t help it; it’s what 1 have to do. 1 trolled plane, hut mtxlel tanks and
cars fueled Ishister’s desire to open a can’t stop doing it. 1 want it (a mixlel cars are in high demand as well. The
store tor those who shared his interest. airplane) to he mine.”
store also Ixiasts an impressive col
Now, four years later, his business is
However, Sapp acknowledges that lection of mcxleling literature on
thriving in the company of dedicated miKleling is time consuming, to say the subjects ranging from boats to mon
customers, all heciKJse Ishister noticed a least.
ster trucks.
lack of specialty shops to satisfy male
“You have to spend w’ay too many
The ptTssihiliries seem endless.
enthusiasts.
hours neglecting yourself or living in a
“Once yt^u get into a hohhy, there
“Most of the places in town cater to cave to he successful,” Sapp said.
are different interests within that
women,” he said.
He averages 50 hohhy,” Lsbister said.
“W e needed our ▼
hours per kit.
Customers can enhance their
own little place to
have to Spend way
In addition to models with a huge aftermarket of
operating the store, accesstiries from detailed engines to
‘‘“ t v sM ves are
hours neglecting Ishister
custom seat belts and even disc breaks. They
st(x:ked with "toys" yoursclf OT living in a cave paints
trains, can dot the landscape surrounding
which sell through their model train with lichen, weeds
and other hohhy to b e SUCCCSsful
paraphernalia to
■'
out the United and other foliage.
please a myriad of
States and abroad.
For hardcore fans, “scratch build
Dave Sapp
interests.
After
“It’s my passion, ing” models from raw material
modeler addiction
building a replica
and ensures complete creative control
of the l>jkes of
affliction,” he said over the finishtxl product.
Hazard car, customers can assemble a of the potentially all-consuming hobby.
Although some may have tossed
Tyrannosaurus Rex or a fully-equipped
Ishister emphasizes customer service, their mtxlel airplanes aside upxtn
Volkswagen Beetle complemented with what some consider an antiquated reaching adulthotxl, others wttuld
daisy decals.
notion for many of his competitors.
cringe at the thought.
“Modelers are people that are
“A client’s pleasure is more reward
Sapp, it appears, would go
DANIEL GONZALES/MUSTANG DAILY
regressing into their childhoods,” ing than a paycheck,” he said.
through outright withdrawals.
Ishister said. The clientele range con
His jovial demeanor is reflected in
“It’s like the most serious drug. I’m
siderably in age.
the friendly relationships he maintains a junkie,” Sapp .said as he purchased Kevin lsbister opened Foothill Hobbies to appease both his and the
One such modeler is l')ave “the with his clients.
his Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I air community's model-building Jones.
mexJel airplane builder” Sapp. He views
Among Ishister’s clientele are archi plane. “Here we go again, Dave.”
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Downtown San Luis Obispo
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I wwiif.tliemovieexperlence.coml
Fremont Theatre 541-2141

H
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IN THE BIG FREMONT

9 1 .3 FM

NSE provides

- .. Reasons for Exchanging

CONFESSIONS OF A
DANGEROUS MIND (R>

.'\L

Thur 3:00 6:00 9:00

I

A GUY THING (f»G-l3)

.

Ji-'-

www.nse.org

ÍÍL.-

Thur 3:15 6:15 9:16
ENDS TODAY!!

Application D eadline is February 18, 2 0 0 3

‘ KANGAROO JACK (PG)
Thurs 3:30 6:30 8:45'

‘ NATIONAL SECURITY (PG 13)
Thurs 4:00 6:45 9:30
ENDS TODAY!!
For more informotion c o n la d the N SE coordinator, M onica Schecter • International Education and Program s O ffice, Bldg 3 8 , Rm 1 0 6 7 5 6 -5 9 6 4

Downtown Centre Cinema ■
546-8600

I

GALENDARo/EVENTTS

‘ DARKNESS FALLS (PG-13)
Thur 4:15 6:45 9:00

Friday Ó" Saturday, Ja n u a ry 31 0 “F ebruary I, 8pm
Sunday, F ebruaiy 2. 2pm
Thursday - Saturday, F ebruary 6 ~8, 8pm
DANCE MOSAIC - THE
O RCH ESIS DANCE COMPANY
P resented by C al Poly Theatre & D ance D epartm ent.
Cal Poly Theatre

ADAPTATION (R)
Thur 3:30 6:15 9:30
ENDS TODAY!!

•CATCH ME IF YOU CAN (PG-13)
Thur 3:00 6:00 9:00

LORD OF THE RINGS (PG-13)
Thur 4:00 8 i)0

ABOUT SCHMIDT (R)
Thur 3:00 5:45 8:30

‘JUST MARRIED (PG-13)

H a p p y

lliH ir

1 a'(T\ Ú i > ■5-bpPi
Pit': Pin! <,POO. Pint yn tH)

Thur 3:15 5:40 8:45

MY BIO FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)I

P is c o u iil

¿ ’M K t o f r w i t l i I I )
';n ;
■
lO tiO O it

plr"iO). )44,/.P!K

n».!' | , . i A

pletolU

Tuesday, F ebruary 4, 7pm
CANADA'S ROYAL WINNIPEG BA LLET
SLEEPIN G BEAUTY
P resented b y C al Poly Arts
Cohan Center

Sunday, F ebruary 9th, 3pm
SECOND SUNDAYS
FR EE PERFORM ANCE
MARTIN PARIS GROUP
P resented by C enter O utreach Sert>ices
Cohan Center - Pavilion

Friday, F ebntary 7, 8pm
THE ST. O LAF CHOIR
P resen ted by St. O la f C hoir
Cohan Center

Thursday, F ebruary 13, 8pm
RIGOLETTO
P resented by C al Poly Arts
Cohan Center

Thur 3:45 9:15

GANGS OF NEW YORK (R)

S liid ciil

Saturday, F ebruary 8, 8pm
SLO SYMPHONY
O RCH ESTRA CO N CER T
“MUSIC MOVES U S”
P resented by San Luis O bispo Sym phony
Cohan Center

Thurs 6:00
ENDS TODAY!!
•NO GATS ACCEPTED

Student Discounts
available at both theatres
Times Valid Today Only!!

COAST
■

I

95nOO.S'

FO T™ i t *

n-NHvKMlNti ANI'r (

Ticket information: SLO-ARTS (756-2787) Call 756-7222 for transportation details • www.pacsto.

SPECIAL SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
Includes R T air, airtport/resort transfers, 7 nights at resort, schedule of
parties, activities & side excursions. Prices quoted are quad occupancy.
Ask about many other options. Hawaii from $586; Acalpulco from $629;
Cancún from $729; Montego Bay, Jam aica from $809. Also 5 day
Carnival Cruise R T from LA from $205 quad, $230 double!
Book soon as Spring Break specials sell out quickly. C all, e-mail or see
us today for all student discount travel.

TRAVELTIME / American Express
Phone: 783-7000 E-mail: slo@tvltm.com
Located in SLO at Brood A AAorsh, Free Parking at the door

signed jersey you1l never ever wash: $ 150
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BASEBALL
continued from page 12
third in the Big W est last season with
a 15-9 record (30-29-1 overall).
_ Success for the Mustangs this year
will mean a balanced attack from
each spot in the lineup, Lee said.
“There's not one offensive player
that will he relied too much on,” he
said. “If (each player) just does what
they are capable o f doing, we’ll he set
offensively and defensively.”
O ne of the luxuries the team has
this year is depth. Lee expects to
have quality backups at each posi
tion, hut hasn’t decided exactly who
the backups will he. Though the sea
son has already begun, Lee said there
are still some positions to he won.
“Rarely is the team you put out on
the field the first game of the season
the same com bination for the last
game of the season,” he said. “Players
will play their way in and out of
starting roles.”
W hat might end up being the
A chilles’ heel for the Mustangs is the
team’s lack of speed on the bases.
“We don’t really have the fastest
team right now, hut I do know that
there’s 14 or 15 guys who can all
swing it,” said catcher Cory Taillon,
who is in his first year at Cal Poly
after transferring from Moorpark
College.
A noth er problem that might
plague the Mustangs is their inability
to hit the long ball. Besides Kyle
Wilson, who had 10 home runs last
year, no returning player had more
than two round-trippers in 2002.
“We need to score runs,” senior
shortstop S c o tt Anderson said.
“Because we don’t have all that
p<.)wer, we’re going to have to get
guys on base and hit for a high aver
age.”
T he Mustangs were picked to fin
ish fourth in the Big West by the
conference’s coaches on Jan. 17.
Although the opening pitch of the
Big West season is two months from
being thrown, the Mustangs weren’t
happy with their position.
“W e’ve seen it every year,”
Andersttn said. “For the last three

years, we’ve been picked to finish
fifth or sixth. Every year they don’t
give us any justice. But we expect
every year to come out on top.”
Cal State Fullerton returns this
season as the favorite to win the con
ference after taking a year-long hia
tus from the top spot in the Big
West. Behind the Titans are perenni
al powerhouses Long Beach State
and U C Irvine, which returns 25 of
its 30 players in just its second season
after the school’s baseball program
took a 10-year layoff. Rounding out
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“I’m really excited to play
Stanford,” he said. “!t’s always been
my dream to play those guys. I love
to play those schools that 1 really
would have wanted to play at.”
Offensively,

the

Mustangs are

spearheaded by junior catcher/first
baseman Wilson, who, in addition to
the 10 home runs, led Cal Poly in
R Bls last year with 51 and was the
team’s second best hitter with an
average of .361.
Anderson anchors Cal Poly defen
sively. T h e iron-man shortstop start

T....................... .................. .....

ed in all 60 of the team’s games last

“We don’t have the fastest

year, hut struggled at the plate with a

team right now , but I do

.256 average.
“Scott Anderson is as good as any

know that there's 14 or 15

defensive shortstop around,” Lee

guys who can all swing it."

said.

“He

really

solidifies

our

defense.”

Cory Taillon

W hile the position players look to

Cal Poly catcher

he solid, a question mark resides with
the pitching staff.

the preseason predictions in the Big
West are U C Santa Barbara, U C
Riverside, Cal State Northridge and
Pacific.
“T he Big West is as good as ever,”
Lee said. “It’s one of the best baseball
conferences in the country. You real
ly have to earn your wins.”
In addition to a grueling confer
ence schedule. Cal Poly faces formi
dable opponents outside the Big
West, with three game sets against
Stanford, Nebraska, BYU and San
Jose State, all of which made the
N C A A Tournament last year. T he
University of San Diego, who heat
the Mustangs in two out of their
three meetings last weekend, also
made the tournament last year.
T he schedule won’t get any easier,
however, as 36 of the scheduled 56
games are slated to he played away
from Baggett Stadium.
“Every year we are going to be
playing
the
Fullertons,
Long
Beaches, Stanford, Nebraska, what
ever,” Anderson said. “1 was kind of
nervous when 1 was a freshman, hut
now we’re going to go in there and
try to take three games from each of
them .” ,
Taillon, who said he was not high
ly recruited out of high school,
echoed Anderson’s enthusiasm.

“A large part of our success this
season depends a lot on our pitching
staff and how they can develop and
progress,” Lee said.
Heading the staff is senior Tyler
Fitch. T he hard-throwing right-han
der compiled a 7-4 record last season
with a 4.75 ERA.
“Fitch is battle-tested,” Lee said.
“H e’s been in this situation. He
brings that experience of a Fridaynight pitcher and h e’s mentally able
to go ahead with the opponent’s best
pitcher.”
T he second starter in the rotation
is a 180-degree twist from Fitch, Lee
said. Josh Kougl, a soft-throwing left
hander, went 2-0 last season with a
4.21 ERA. T he pitching style again
flip-flops with Andrew M cDaniel, a
sophomore right-hander who brings
the heat.
Should the Mustangs enter the
late innings with the lead, junior
right-hander Nolan Moser should he
there to close the game. Moser struck
out 34 hatters last year in 37.2
innings and 23 appearances.
A ll in all, the Mustangs have a
shot to he contenders in the Big
West this year, hut whether or not
they are Omaha-hound remains to
be determined.

ANETERO

out and hurt real bad for like 20 sec
onds at a time. 1 just dealt with it,
though, because 1 wanted to play.”

continued from page 12

W ithout the injury, Uiagalelei may
Jenkins added. “S h e ’s naturally a
clow n.”
Uiagalelei is nor aware of these
attributes because they just come nat
urally to her, she said.
“C oach Faith always says I’m per
sonable or som ething like th a t,”
Uiagalelei said. “I just think I’m laid
back.”
Junior forward Lacy Tanneherg is
one of Uiagalelei’s closest friends on
the team. O n Thursday nights the
two go dancing at Tortilla Flats.
Tanneherg said Uiagalelei’s enthusi
asm and gix)d spirit come out in her
dancing.
“T h a t girl loves to d ance,”
Tanneherg said.
By the way, Tanneherg emphasizes
the word “dance;” it seems Uiagalelei
is not the type who sits in the com er
bobbing her head. She is one who
gives the dance floor a full-hody
assault.
Uiagalelei’s attitude may also he
attributed to her family, who lives in
Pomona. She is the youngest of six
children, and the rest are boys.
“Having a big family is fun,” she
said. “Boys are more fun. There is no
drama. TTiere is a lot of laughing, a
lot of games with my family. 1 always
got what I wanted, UX3, because I was
the only girl.”
Her family is also very athletic; all
her brothers play college football.
T h e smallest of the hunch is 6-foot-4inch, 260-pound Mau. Her brothers
are the ones who helped get
Uiagalelei started in sports.
“My brothers would always drag
me to the park to play with them ,”
she said. “1 would play ball against
grown men. Now 1 am used to getting
banged up in a game.”
Getting banged up may be uk )
commonplace for Uiagalelei. She had
to sit out her sophomore year of high
school after tearing an A CL. She
actually played her senior year with
another tom A CL.
“1 tore it during a summer league
game,” she said. “1 knew 1 did some
thing bad because it would pop in and

not he where she is today. Her college
choices were narrowed down to the
University of Arizona and Cal Poly.
She took a physical on her recruiting
trip to Tucson and learned about her
second torn A CL. T he school said
they would not sign an injured ath
lete. This made up her mind to come
to San Luis Obispo.
Uiagalelei had surgery to repair the
injury in O ctober of her freshman
year at Cal Poly. She red-shirted that
year while she completed rehabilita
tion.
Now she is back on the court and
averaging 4.9 points, 3.1 rebounds
and

1.2 assists per game off the

bench, a place she is not used to
being.
Uiagalelei, the woman who loves
to share laughs with her teammates,
also loves to share the ball. She takes
pride in her passing ability.
“She can pass like no other,”
Jenkins said. “She throws no-looks,
around-the-back, passes you usually
don’t see in women’s basketball.
Sometimes she makes our jaws drop.”
Mimnaugh said Uiagalelei can play
anything from point guard to small
forward, hut will likely fit in as a
shooting guard because of her great
scoring ability, and size compared to
smaller point guards. She averaged
22.6 points per game in high schtxd.
“I’ll go wherever the team needs
me,” Uiagalelei said. “I am just grate
ful to play. 1 just want to reach my
potential as a player. 1 don’t need to
be MVP.”
As she continues to get back in top
shape after surgery and gains experi
ence, Uiagalelei should start to do
great things.
“I don’t think we’ve seen her in
tip-top shape,” Jenkins’ said. “W hen
we do it’s going to be special. She has
natural talents most don’t have.”
O ne of those is the ability to make
everyone around her that much hap
pier.

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W anted
Swim instructor
C P R First Aid C ert, required
Must love kids, indoor pool
5 C ities Swim Club
481-6399

CM RG is looking for research
candidates, 12 years and older for
a canker sore clinical trial. Call
805-549-7570 for more information.
Com pensation for time/travel
available.

Wanted - Church choir director
who loves Je su s and m usic.
Opportunity to develop m usic
m inistry in a growing church.
C all M arge, 434- 1921, 1st Pres.

Help W anted
Camp Wayne for Girls
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19 8/16/03). If you love children and
want a caring, fun environment, we
need fem ale staff a s Directors and
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf,
G ym nastics, Swimming,
W aterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports,
Cheerleading, Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Dram a, C eram ics,
Photography, Videography, Silk
Screen , Batik, Printmaking,
Sculpture, Calligraphy, Guitar,
Jew elry, Piano, Aerobics, Martial
Arts, Baking.
Other positions: Group Leaders,
Adm inistrative/ Driver, N urses
(R N ’s ). On cam pus interviews Feb.
18 at UU #219
Apply online at
www.cam pwaynegirls.com or call

I

Homes For Sale
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S LO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @slohom es.com

Rental Housing
Male or fem ale roommate
needed for a big house!
1 mi. from cam pus, own room,
big yard, 2 bath., 3 chill rommates
Call Ryan or Brian 781-9950
60 C a sa St.
Townhouses. Now taking
applications for Sept. 10.
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets.
C all Bea 543-7555

Announcem ents
Narcotics Anonymous (NA)
Meeting
On cam pus! Fri. 6:00pm
G raphics Arts Bldg #26 rm. 205
Open to all!

I

Announcem ents
Skydive Taft
student discount
Tandem $140.00
Accelerated free fall $240.00
Video $70.00
661-765-JUM P
www.skydivetaft.com

Tibetan Buddhist
M editation and Dharma
Teachings
with Lam a Khedroup. 6:308:30pm every Wed in Los O sos.
Dates and times may vary. For info
on regular weekly teachings and
special programs contact
www.slocountydharm a.org,

I

Announcem ents
M ANDATORY Club Info session
for O PEN H O U SE January 30 at
11am in 52-B5

Send your Valentine a Î

□ iGnTinel
f < ? l) r n a r t |

14, JO O ^

For Sale
N EED A C A R ?
99 Saturn S L $5500
00 Ford ZX3 $8000
93 Toyota 4x4 $6900
webcarsandtrucks.com
Wo got your car right here!

\\
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Cal Poly's Anetero Uiagalelei

BAR
SCORES

Notebook
Men's Tennis

M EN 'S BAi jK E T B A L L

s a n ta b a rb a ra

Free food! Oh yeah,
and a tennis match

W RESTLING

''®arizona s ta te

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

W O M EN 'S BASKE rß A LL

T

he Cal Poly men’s tennis
team knows how to attract a
crowd.
Food!
T he Mustang's will he offering» a
free harheque to the first 200 fans
that attend the team ’s match
af»ainst Santa Clara Saturday at 1
p.m. on the Mustan^j Tennis Courts
behind M ott (jym .

s a n ta b a rb a ra

W O M EN 'S TENN IS

fre s n o s ta te
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MEN'S. BASEB/'L,L

''®u. s a n d ie g o
M e J'S BASRBAI,l

''®u. sa n d ie g o

Baseball

SCHEDULE

Billy Saul named
Athlete of the Week

‘ lo n g b e a c h st.

W. B A S K r ■B A LL

thurs., jan. 30, 7 p.m.
ocaipoiy

CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

In the Mustangs' three-gam e
series against
■..O""
San
Hiego,
Saul hit 7-15
with 3 RBI's.
He also stole a
base.
Saul
leads the team
with a .467
hatting aver
age.
Billy Saul
Saul,
a
Outfielder
junior
out
fielder
from
Long Beach, is a husiiTess major.

Men's Volleyball

Mustangs sit atop
NCCVL standings
REC SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

sat., feb. 1, 7 p m
@ cal poly

M EN ’S TENNIS

sat., feb. 1,1 p.m
©caipoiy

W. TENN IS

fri., jan. 31, 2 p.m
® cal poly

SWIMMING

fri , jan 31, 2 p.m.
©caipoiy

''“s a n ta c la ra
......

‘

''“W e s tm o n t
KAORI TAKEKOSHI/MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly guard Anetero Uiagalelei has injected the Mustangs with a jolt of energy off the bench. After
redshirting last season with a torn ACL, she's back to dishing no-look passes and draining long threes.

''“sa n d ie g o s t.

HtXiBY

fri., jan 31, 7 p m
© Mustang Stadium

RUQBY

sun., feb. 2, noon
© Mustang Stadium

''“a riz o n a

A c o n ta g io u s s p irit
►The Mustangs'backup point guard
still hasn't fully recovered from two ACL
tears. But when she does, watch out.
By Sean Martin
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

T he Cal Poly men’s volleyball
team is on a roll.
T he Mustangs’ Division 1 team
finished third out of 23 teams in a
tournament at San Diego State last
weeekend.
T he Mustangs rolled off six consective wins before losing to Loyola
Marymount in the semifinals.
Eatlier this m onth. C al Poly
defeated C h ico and D C Davis and
improved to 3-0 in the Northern
C alifornia C ollegiate Volleyball
League (N C C V L ).
T he Mustangs’ Division 1 team
travels to U C Davis Saturday. T he
Mustangs’ Division II team hosts
San Jose State Sunday at 3 p.m. in
Mott Gym.

W, B /\SK ErB A LI

''“UC irv in e

Anetero Uiagalelei only lived in Hawaii until she was
3 years old, hut that may have been long enough for the
aloha spirit to mb off on the Mustangs’ 5-fix>t-9-inch
freshman guard.
T he aloha spirit is “T he joyful sharing o f life energy in
the present,” Dr. Serge Kahili wrote in his essay, “T he

Aloha Spirit.”
Uiagalelei’s ze.st and happiness are as easily noticeable
as her long, jet-black hair that flows over her strong, built
Ixxly.
Players and coaches all agree her laid-hack attitude and
warm smile are infectious.
“Sh e’s a gem,” head coach Faith Mimnaugh .said. “She
has so much personality. She was one of our top recruiters
this year. T h e recruits ahstilutely loved her because of her
attitude.”
“She loves to see people laugh,” assistant coach Odessa

see ANETERO, page 11

Cal Poly Baseball Season Preview

New coach, same big dream
► Former Cuesta coach
Larry Lee hopes to lead
team to first NCAA berth

''“a riz o n a st.
BASEBALL

fri , )an 31, 6 p m
©caipoiy

B A S E B A LL

sat., feb. 1,1 p.m
©caipoiy

''“s a in t m a ry 's
''“s a in t m a ry 's

STATS

I

By the numbers

.467

B illy S a u l's b a ttin g
a v e ra g e In th e C al
P o ly b a s e b a ll te a m 's
firs t th re e g a m e s . S au l
h a s o p e n e d th e y e a r
o n a 7 - f o r - 1 5 tear.

20
H o m e g a m e s fo r th e
C al P o ly b a s e b a ll te a m
th is s e a s o n . T h e
M u s t a n g s w ill b e o n
th e ro a d fo r
a lm o s t t w ic e as
m a n y (3 6 ) g a m e s .

By Andy Fahey
Football

Jarrett, Nichols see
time in Paradise
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

Cal Poly offensive lineman Brett
Nichols and cornerhack Vaughn
jarrett garnered considerable play
ing time in the 2003 Paradise Bowl.
T he Division 1-AA senior allstar game was played Saturday in
St. George, U tah, and was televised
live by Fox Sp<Frts West.
N ichols played defensive end
despite being a two-year starter on
the offensive line at C>al Poly. T he
6-5, 255-pound .senior has drawn
attention from professional .scouts.
Jarrett, a 5-10, 190-pound senior,
intercepteLl four pa.sses this season.

TRIVIA

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

G one is Ritch Price, the man who
guided C'al Poly into Division 1 eight
years ago, the man who led the
Mustangs to at least 30 victories in
each of the past three years and the
man who built the Cal Poly baseball
prtigram into what it is ttxlay.
Taking his place is head coach
Larry Lee, a man who.se credentials
are also worth bragging ahtiut. In 16
seasons at Cuesta Cxtllege, Lee led the
team to 11 berths in the Southern
California Regionals, four state final
four appearances and earned confer
ence coach of the year honors eight
times.
Lee inherits a team that finished

see BASEBALL, page 11

today's question

Marvin Harrison shattered
the NFLs single-season recep
tion record this year. Who heic
the record before him?
Submit answers to: jljackso&calpoly.edu
W e d n e s d a y 's question

Who averaged a triple-dou
ble for an entire season?
OSCAR ROBERTSON
Congratulations Debra Kirschenmann,
Wes Thompson, Mike Chapman, Jared
Cleaver, and Den "trivia whiz" Kelepourisll
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY

After knocking on the door for several seasons, the Mustangs hope
to take the final step in their quest for an NCAA Tournament berth.

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@ calpoly.edu.

